Introduction
For n = 1, 2, . .. let (Xn 1 , dn1), •.. , (Xnn• dnn) be arbitrary measurable spaces.
Let Pni and Qni be probability measures defined on (Xni> dni), i = 1, ... , n; n n n = 1, 2, . . . , and let p~n) = n pni and Q~n) = n Qni (n = 1, 2, . . . ) denote the i= 1 i= 1 product probability measures. For each i and n let Xni be the identity map from Xni onto Xni· Then Pni and Qni represent the two possible distributions of the random element Xni as well as the probability measures of the underlying probability space.
Obviously Xn 1 , ... , Xnn are independent under both P~"l and Q~"l (n = 1, 2, ... ).
The sequence { Q~"l} is said to be contiguous with respect to the sequence { P~"l} if lim P~"l(An) = 0 implies lim Q~"l(An) = 0 for any sequence of measurable sets An.
n-+ oo n-+ oo
Defining the total variation distance of P and Q by (1.2) liP -Qll = sup jP(A) -Q(A)I, where the supremum is taken over all measurable sets A, we have the following inequalities (Le Cam [ 4] ) (1. 3)
The Hellinger distances of the product measures and of their marginals are connected by the relationship
For further reference we first mention two easy results, viz.
and n (1.6)
The proof of (1.5) is an immediate consequence of the string of implications " "
I H 2 (P,;, Q,;) = o(1) =>I log {1 -tH 2 (P,;. Q,;)} = o(l)
To prove {1.6) suppose that limsup H(P~"l, Q~">) = 2 112 . Then by (1.3) limsup liP~")- between the sufficient condition and the necessary condition for contiguity in ( 1.5) and (1.6) respectively. In section 2 we obtain conditions which are both sufficient and necessary for contiguity of the product measures by adding another condition to n I H 2 (P,,, Q,;) = 0{1).
1=1
In many applications asymptotic normality of the log likelihood ratio statistic 
Contiguity of product measures
We begin by noting the following useful implication:
n n (2.1) 
Since for all en ~ 1
Choosing en in such a way that en = o((log kn) 2 ) 
n-t-co i=l
In connection with contiguity Hellinger distance seems to be a more appropriate metric than total variation distance. Note that from (1.3) and (1.6) we immediately obtain the implication n (2.6) { Q~n)} <J {P~n)} ::::> L IIPn; -Qni ll 2 = 0(1) for n ~ 00, = 2n{l -Jq;{2 dp.,.i} = 2n{1 -(1 + n-112)112 (1 -n-1/2) -n-3/4} = nt/2(1 + + o(l)) for n -+ oo.
Taking q,., = (1 + n-112 ) 1<0 , 112> + (1 -n-112 ) 1[ 112 , 1> for all i and n, we have Note that, with probability one, A,. js well-defined under P~">, although A, may assume the value -oo with positive probability under p~n>.
In our search for necessary and sufficient conditions for the weak convergence .!l'(A, I p~n>) -+w %( -i<T 2 ; <T 2 ) in terms of the marginal distributions of the X,, we shall confine ourselves to the. case where the summands in (3.1) satisfy the traditional u.a.n. condition ( cf. Loeve [ 5] Proof. To simplify the notation we write r,i = q,;/Pni· We first show that (3.5) and (3.6) are equivalent to (3.7). From
Jq,.t-Pnd~tPni we obtain the double inequality
and the equivalence of (3.5) and (3.6) to (3.7) is immediate. Next we note that both (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4), (3.5), (3.6) imply { P~">} <l t> { Q~">1
( cf. Corollary 1 ). The remainder of the proof relies on the normal convergence theorem (cf. Loeve [5] ). According to an equivalent form of this theorem (3.2) and (3.3) are equivalent to
By the contiguity of { P~">} and { Q~">} and (2.1) the condition (3.8) is equivalent to (3.5) and (3.6) and hence to (3.7). Henceforth we assume (3.7), (3.8) and {P~">} <1 t> <1 t> { Q~">}. We still have to show that (3.4) is equivalent to (3.9) and (3.10).
Let 0 < {> < 1. For !tog r,;j ~ 6 we have the expansion (3.11) log r,; = 2log {1 + (q~{ 2 . t f (q,; -P,;) dJ1,i = -. t f (q,; -P,;) dJ1,;---+ 0 li!O n-+oo
(3.14)
The equivalence of (3.4) to (3.9) and (3.10) is now an immediate consequence of (3.12), (3.13) and (3 .14). The proof of Theorem 2 could also be given in a more roundabout way. Introducing the r.v.'s n one shows that .P( L wni I p~n)) ~w %( -la 2 ; a 2 ) iff .P(An I p~n)) ~w %( -!a 2 ; a 2 ), The equivalence of both weak convergence results has first been proved by Le Cam ( [3] , [ 4] ). The initial assumptions lim sup H 2 (Pni• Qni) = 0 and n-+oo t,;;i,;;n limsup II P~n) -Q~n) ll < 1 made by Le Cam are not restrictive since they are implied n-+oo by our condition (3.7) and the contiguity of {P~n)} and { Q~n>}, respectively. One part of this proof is also contained in Hajek & Sidak [ 1] .
